WOOD AND WATER
A FILM BY JONAS BAK

LOGLINE
As she enters retirement, a mother leaves behind her solitary life
in rural Germany and memories of a once perfect family life and
travels to protest-ridden Hong Kong, a place that has kept her son
away from her for many years.

SYNOPSIS
Anke retires from her job at the church in a small town in the Black
Forest. She looks forward to reuniting with her children over the
summer holidays by the Baltic Sea, at a place where they used to
live as a young family, and where she lived her best years. At the
last minute, her son Max is unable to join them because of protests
that are bringing Hong Kong, where he lives, to a standstill. She has
been out of touch with him for many years and after an otherwise
uneventful summer and facing the void of retirement, she decides
to visit him. A mother wants to check in on her children every now
and then, but Hong Kong is also her adventure, her escape. She
must spend a few days there by herself until Max returns from a
worktrip. Protest-ridden Hong Kong is an enigmatic new world to
her through which she moves carefully. Through conversations
with strangers, she gradually settles in. A young woman who is sad
to leave Hong Kong, Max’s doorman, a psychiatrist, a fortune teller
and a social activist. These encounters and her experience of the
city help her to break down the inner walls she constructed years
ago and make way for a new chapter in her life.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
The film’s idea is loosely based on the biblical story of the prodigal son, told
from the perspective of the mother and guided by her memories of the past
and the love that every parent feels for their children. My own mother plays the
main character and I, like so many young people, have left her at the earliest
opportunity, doing my own thing out in the world, without ever fully appreciating how much she must miss me. I want to give her a hug with this film, which
to me is a portrait of loneliness (our loneliness and that inflicted on others), longing and the consequences of distance.
Distance, especially, seems to become trivial in our connected, digitalised
world but is still a very real, physical and often painful barrier in many human
relationships. I nestled the mother-son story within the temporalities of rural
versus city living, a theme that is always present in my work and that is here
expanded with the cultural and spiritual differences between East and West.
The film’s central dualities, however, are worry and peace of mind, being alone
and being together. Imagine a long deep in and exhale; at first you take in the
worry, loneliness, memories and void of retirement that the mother is experiencing and as the film enters Hong Kong, you let it all out, and you move on,
you engage with a new world and its characters and you find calm and a bit of
positivity. I want to achieve this feeling of calm through formal expression: slow
pace, unhurried images and subtle but expressive sounddesign that make the
film an exercise in seeing, in attention, in finding beauty in the ordinary. The plot
is there of course, but it is merely whispered over the mood and the atmosphere of the film. The tools of slow cinema suit this goal of creating peace of
mind and, I hope, help the film become a transformative experience for the
audience alongside the protagonist.
Essentially, the film is a road movie; a bridge (or a tunnel) between worlds; a
proposal to overcome barriers; a step forward, from sitting behind the window
and out into a new chapter in life.
JONAS BAK
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PRODUCER’S NOTE
Jonas’ work is characterised by uncompromising honesty and an intuitive ability to capture and create emotions. For Wood and Water he had spent several
months in Hong Kong, taking in all of the turmoil of a city clouded in uncertainty.
A city which is itself in transition – the perfect antipode to the quiet places he
and his family have lived in all their life.
The contrast is vertiginous, yet lends itself seamlessly to Jonas’ cinematic language. The images, sounds and use of time make his work transcend its setting into a universal story of what makes us human. It is a slow and meditative
film carried by the pace of the main character, the mother, which corresponds
to her natural rhythm accentuated by the quiet countryside setting of the first
parts of the film.
Closely inspired by his own experience of living far from all that he was familiar
with, the film was spearheaded by Jonas’ close relationship with his mother,
who was willing and wanting to tell this story. A story of navigating ageing,
being at peace with the past and living in the present, no matter how incomprehensible and frightening it can be.
The production challenges were immense but a necessary part of capturing
the ephemeral atmosphere of Hong Kong. Jonas had a clear aesthetic vision
which lent itself to shooting on 16mm, with an expert but minimal crew, using
real people and real places. We hope the raw beauty of the scenery and portraits of the characters will move and invite reflection from audiences.
CHARLOTTE LELONG
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“The nearly abstract transition from Germany to
Hong Kong [...] has to be one of the most beautifully
accomplished sequences of the year so far. ”
–David Hudson, Criterion Daily

“I was especially taken by Jonas Bak’s gentle character study [...] it’s in the brief encounters, the small talk
and the unspoken hurt that our heroine comes to life.”
–Beatrice Loayza, The New York Times

“It is a film that is alive and full of life. [...] There are small
revelations that work together to create a real emotional
punch. [...] Days passed and it was still haunting me.”
–David Kopian, Unseen Films

“Dieses stilsichere Debüt ist lupenreines «slow cinema» und ein
starker, eigenwilliger Auftakt der diesjährigen Perspektive.“
–Sedat Aslan, Artechock

“Wood and Water is one of those films that gets so much right
for so long that it’s actually a bit nerve-wracking. Is the filmmaker
going to make a misstep? First-time feature director Jonas Bak
doesn’t err”
–Michael Sicinski, Letterboxd

“A calm exploration of the way the space taken by maternal
love can be redefined, and an invitation to the voyage rich in delicate propositions on matters such as distance, human contact
and spirituality, studied from the most simple scale.”
–Fabien Lemercier, Cineuropa

“The images, the forest—the natural world where the film begins
and ends—and the thronged, high-rise-lined, neon-lit Hong Kong
streets, have a richness and presence [...] this modest but beautifully
shot and edited film contains some of the last images of daily life in a
free Hong Kong that we’ll ever see.”
–Amy Taubin, Art Forum

“Jonas Baks kontemplative, traumwandlerische Beobachtungen,
so schlicht und unspektakulär sie auch wirken mögen, behaupten
eine eigentümliche Schönheit und Sanftheit.”
–Ralf Schenk, Filmdienst

“Wood and Water casts a sympathetic eye across trans-continental family
bonds, growing older, and finding connection in an increasingly chaotic world.
Here the inevitable, the uncontrollable, and the senseless prove common ground
for kindness and discovery rather than alienation.”
–Carmen Paddock, One Room with a View

www.woodandwater.de
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